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The Charles Correa Foundation

The Charles Correa Foundation, CCF, is a Public Charitable Trust 
set up by late Indian architect Padma Vibhushan Charles Correa. 
The Foundation acts as a catalyst for architectural, urban 
design, planning, and community-based projects that improve 
the condition of human settlements in India. 

Through many initiatives we engage the public and the 
professionals – architects and planners, to address issues of 
urban India, and find ways that we can improve them. As Correa 
would often say, “Our cities are among our greatest assets; they 
are part of the wealth of India. They are places of hope.”

We draw attention to urban injustice caused by whatever reason 
– indifference, wrong policies, mistakes, neglect, lack of concern, 
etc. The injustices are seen by CCF as harming citizens or 
damaging the urban fabric in which citizens live and the concern 
is thus a support of the perpetual need for urban justice or 
freedom. 

At CCF we believe in creating meaningful discourse within the 
community of architects and designers to influence positive 
change. CCF’s mandate is to identify ideas with potential, and 
process them into tangible, structured projects that can be 
pitched to the stakeholders and authorities. Over the span of 
eleven years since its inception, the Foundation has worked 
on projects and ideas that aim to make a significant impact 
in the public realm. Our work follows an organic process that 
originates with identifying an issue or concern that has the 
potential to use a design intervention. Then, we meet with 
government and nonprofit stakeholders, research the extent 
of the problem, and engage the public in implementing viable 
solutions for their communities.



Public Forum

The Foundation contributes to the 
fraternity of architects and urban 
practitioners by organising lectures, 
workshops, seminars and conferences.

Z-Axis Conference & Design Competition
• A biennial conference that attracts an 

audience of 900+ people.
• Organisation of competitions to promote 

progressive ideas to improve the city.
• Release publications of projects/ success 

stories in developing cities.

Nagari Short Film Competition
• Annual Workshop + Competition to involve 

amateur filmmakers, architects, planners & 
social scientists who are interested in urban 
issues.

• An exercise to guide and develop films, 
taking a critical look at cities.

• Nagari’s YouTube channel, NagariTV, has 
85,000+ views and 1,450+ subscribers.

Dwell Workshop
• A biennial workshop on housing issues.
• Focus on interaction between young 

architects and mentors to study and address 
housing in the developing world.

Good City - Citizen’s Forum
• A platform for concerned citizens of Panaji 

to discuss their city. 
• An attempt to observe and articulate the 

built environment.

CCF Newsletters & Blogs
• Newsletters are a triannual publication 

looking at the projects being undertaken by 
CCF.

• Every Newsletter addresses a theme and 
publishes essays  to go along with it.

• Blogs pertaining to ongoing projects are 
regularly published by the CCF team.

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UChe62vNU6qpCTKQ-1hsLWFA


you and your neighbourhood

Z-axis Conference &  Design Competition

Z-axis is a biennial event which seeks to create meaningful discourse around architecture 
and the city. Z-axis 2020 looked at the nature of today’s urbanism at four distinct scales and 
thresholds that define public spaces in our cities: neighbourhood, commons, the street and 
the doorstep — and how they relate to each other. 

‘You and Your Neighbourhood’ is the title of Charles Correa’s Masters Thesis at MIT, 1955, for 
which he made a short animated film. He was the scriptwriter, animator, photographer and 
director. In the film, Correa advocated for residents to come together and improve their own 
neighbourhoods. Through a Virtual Conference and a Design Competition, Z-axis set out 
to recognise and award creative individuals and teams who helped bring change at each of 
these thresholds. There were 1860 participants from 40+ countries.

Date October to December 2020

Existing Loading / Unloading activities Existing Garbage Sorting Station Existing Public Toilet & Bus Stop Animals Along the Road Existing Worker’s Corner Existing Crossings

One segment of 25 feet long Scroll representing  the city & the threshold The Neighbourshould should have space for all existing domains of old city precinct. 

Competition Id: C47

The design competition brought out several ideas 
for projects that can improve space in the city. Some 
ideas, like the ‘Trichy Commons’ (above) are being 
implemented with CSR support.

'Colliding Domains' (below) which set out to improve 
the Mohammad Shaukat Ali street in Mumbai won 
the Z-axis 2020 jury award, the project is now being 
implemented by the Mumbai Municipal Corporation. 

The conference proceedings are being 
published in a book, in collaboration with 
Lots of Architecture Publishers, Buenos Aires, 
Argentina, in both English and Spanish. 

weekends in September 2020

Public Forum  



greaT CiTy, TerribLe PLaCe

Z-axis Conference 2015 

The first conference, emerged from an essay by Correa 
with the same name, it aimed to instigate a relevant 
discussion on issues that relate to architecture and 
urbanization in the context of India. It intended to 
connect the fraternity of thinker-doers in the domains of 
architecture, urban design, planning, and conservation to 
an audience of professionals and students in these fields.

buiLdingS aS ideaS

Z-axis Conference 2016 

The second Z-axis conference was entitled ‘Buildings As 
Ideas’. The theme of the conference was based on Correa’s 
belief that buildings are ideas that manifest and take form. 
The contributors, drawn from around the globe, especially 
the Global South, presented their work to demonstrate 
different modes of practice across varying geographies.

deSigning eQuiTabLe CiTieS

Z-axis Conference 2018 

The third edition of Z-axis drew on expertise from 
around the globe to debate and articulate the agency of 
architecture and planning in creating equitable cities. The 
program was packed with architects from over 8 countries, 
followed by panel discussions and, question and answer 
sessions open to the audience. 

Date 22 to 24 March, 2015

Public Forum  

Date

Date

1 to 3 September, 2016

6 to 8 September, 2018
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A CITY WITHIN A CITY_ Best Short film Award

UDTA BANARAS_ Runner Up Short film Award

ताल ब ेताल (Taal Betal)_ Best Short film Award

दार डु ी (Darudi)_ Runner Up Short film Award

PARTNERSHIP BELOW PAR

AN ORDINARY DAY_Jury Commendation

Water Water Everywhere

Beyond Four Walls

Fish Out Of Water

Day One

Jar Jar Ghar

Game of Homes

(The Present is Ours)

Tailor Made City

Podampeta is Drowning Anyway

THE GOLDEN FISH_ Runner Up Short film Award

Adrushya Niwasi खोई खदान (The Lost Quarries of Navi Mumbai)
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MAYAVI SWAPNAMAHAL_ People's Choice Award

The CCf bioSCoPe on CiTieS

Nagari Short Film 
Competition

The Nagari Short Film Competition is an annual 
competition designed to guide and develop films that 
focus on urban issues, specific to Indian cities. Nagari 
intends to be a bioscope for the city. Nagari is unique 
as it has been conceptualised as a guided exercise, with 
a panel of Mentors on board to help participants on 
their journey to creating a film. 

houSing adeQuaCy in urban india

Nagari 2020 

In 2020, the Nagari Short Film Competition looked for 
films that address the question, “How could one tell 
the story of housing adequacy in urban India”? 
Through Nagari, we seek to create opportunities for 
filmmakers, architects, planners and social scientists to 
channel their thoughts and visions towards depicting 
the urban realm.

PeoPLe and LiVeLihoodS in indian CiTieS

Nagari 2021

The second edition of the Nagari Short Film 
Competition  looked for films that illustrated “How the 
planning of cities shapes the lives of people trying to 
earn a livelihood.”
 
“An equally important facet of the right to life is the right 
to livelihood because no person can live without the 
means of livelihood.”  
— Excerpt from the unanimous judgement of the 
Supreme Court of India in Olga Tellis v. Bombay Municipal 
Corporation, 1985.  
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October to December 2020

July to December 2021
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XZYHRbXCzgE&list=PL3wUrMFTF2FYTuTdj3zpkXkG5SDDZF78-&index=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Q32OEjrGYg&list=PL3wUrMFTF2FYTuTdj3zpkXkG5SDDZF78-&index=4
https://charlescorreafoundation.org/2021/09/01/nagari-2021-2/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gTRsXSHfQ_U&list=PL3wUrMFTF2FZZv-5EBpo7Ayz5zpdErEg5&index=9
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mydkv0GKdZQ&list=PL3wUrMFTF2FZZv-5EBpo7Ayz5zpdErEg5&index=1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YXsDW2YgWDc&list=PL3wUrMFTF2FZZv-5EBpo7Ayz5zpdErEg5&index=8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XZYHRbXCzgE&list=PL3wUrMFTF2FYTuTdj3zpkXkG5SDDZF78-&index=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Q32OEjrGYg&list=PL3wUrMFTF2FYTuTdj3zpkXkG5SDDZF78-&index=4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vPqnIJNoi04&list=PL3wUrMFTF2FZZv-5EBpo7Ayz5zpdErEg5&index=3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1UyzP-cKKsk&list=PL3wUrMFTF2FZZv-5EBpo7Ayz5zpdErEg5&index=6
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gV74PrFo7lE&list=PL3wUrMFTF2FYTuTdj3zpkXkG5SDDZF78-&index=6&t=1s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aj-9ukrK2AE&list=PL3wUrMFTF2FYTuTdj3zpkXkG5SDDZF78-&index=3&t=119s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CD2Qzy6_ih8&list=PL3wUrMFTF2FYTuTdj3zpkXkG5SDDZF78-&index=5&t=1s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sWoavbAK55U&list=PL3wUrMFTF2FYTuTdj3zpkXkG5SDDZF78-&index=8&t=72s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iEAL428QHg0&list=PL3wUrMFTF2FYTuTdj3zpkXkG5SDDZF78-&index=10&t=3s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PtjWTbWd8VY&list=PL3wUrMFTF2FYTuTdj3zpkXkG5SDDZF78-&index=7&t=72s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gV74PrFo7lE&list=PL3wUrMFTF2FYTuTdj3zpkXkG5SDDZF78-&index=6
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aj-9ukrK2AE&list=PL3wUrMFTF2FYTuTdj3zpkXkG5SDDZF78-&index=3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oJkNXHFHd98&list=PL3wUrMFTF2FYTuTdj3zpkXkG5SDDZF78-&index=9&t=19s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CD2Qzy6_ih8&list=PL3wUrMFTF2FYTuTdj3zpkXkG5SDDZF78-&index=5
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oJkNXHFHd98&list=PL3wUrMFTF2FYTuTdj3zpkXkG5SDDZF78-&index=9
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sWoavbAK55U&list=PL3wUrMFTF2FYTuTdj3zpkXkG5SDDZF78-&index=8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iEAL428QHg0&list=PL3wUrMFTF2FYTuTdj3zpkXkG5SDDZF78-&index=10
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TQNNdp81s6o&list=PL3wUrMFTF2FZZv-5EBpo7Ayz5zpdErEg5&index=2&t=46s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yNWGztMJ2o4&list=PL3wUrMFTF2FZZv-5EBpo7Ayz5zpdErEg5&index=4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8ldTBWH22Ug&list=PL3wUrMFTF2FZZv-5EBpo7Ayz5zpdErEg5&index=5
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o8-91kYj5jM&list=PL3wUrMFTF2FZZv-5EBpo7Ayz5zpdErEg5&index=7
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HyJvMN37lwg&list=PL3wUrMFTF2FYTuTdj3zpkXkG5SDDZF78-&index=1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PtjWTbWd8VY&list=PL3wUrMFTF2FYTuTdj3zpkXkG5SDDZF78-&index=7
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HyJvMN37lwg&list=PL3wUrMFTF2FYTuTdj3zpkXkG5SDDZF78-&index=1


CaPaCiTy buiLding for young arChiTeCTS

DWELL Workshop 

An initiative of the Charles Correa Foundation, DWELL is a workshop for architects, designers 
and students to charrette on ideas of mitigating increasing urban densities, especially in 
the context of housing and urban infrastructure. The four-day workshop introduces young 
designers to the many social, economic, and cultural factors  that shape urban life.

Public Forum  

deSign for denSiTy

dWell 2014

The first DWELL workshop, in 2014 
aimed to zoom in and out, to micro 
and macro issues of living and housing 
in super-dense urban conditions. The 
dialogue revolved around design of 
a dwelling, its many contexts and the 
fundamental amenities that are critical 
to the success of a vibrant housing layer 
in any city.

deSign for inforMaLiTy

dWell 2015

The 2015 iteration of DWELL addressed the 
idea of density and proposed to look at the 
city from the perspective of the ‘undesigned’ 
– the eclectic urban reality of India which 
includes a powerful parallel system that 
operates beyond the predictable. Participants 
were split into four teams, each working in 
a different urban context, to ideate on an 
adaptive design approach.

Tube houSe

dWell 2020

DWELL 2020 focused on the idea of cost efficient, 
low-rise high-density housing systems explored 
through the lens of the Tube House designed by  
Charles Correa. 

Tube House (left) was a pioneering design for 
climate-conscious mass housing designed for 
the hot-dry region of India.

Participants worked in groups of six over 
four days, exploring three modules under 
the guidance of mentors and reviewers 
experimenting with different techniques, 
mediums and softwares (below).

Date Date6 to 9 November, 2014 29 October to 1 November, 2015

Date 26 to 29 February, 2020

Public Forum  



CiTiZenS’ foruM

Good City 

The Good City citizens’ forum is an open platform for citizens to come together and discuss 
their city.  Hopefully,  through this process of discussion,  citizens can start to articulate and 
observe their built environment. A variety of simple excercises with residents were explored, 
where residents tried to identify elements in the city that worked and understand their city. 

There is a lot of discourse around the major metro-cities of India today. CCF saw an 
opportunity in the city of Panaji to address urban issues in smaller cities in India.

Public Forum  Public Forum  

CCF NeWsletter

Since 2020, CCF publishes a quarterly 
newsletter. Each volume, features an  
in-depth essay focussed on a CCF 
project or an idea to improve the urban 
realm, and includes an essay on Charles 
Correa and his ouvre. 

All published volumes of the newsletter 
can be read on our website here.

& BloGs

The Fellows at CCF also write a monthly blog 
on research and urban phenomena that they 
observe during their fellowship. The blogs are 
short and easy to read, and are available on 
the website.

ouTreaCh 

https://charlescorreafoundation.org/portfolio/ccf-newsletter/
https://charlescorreafoundation.org/portfolio/blogs/


Research + Projects

The Foundation offers fellowships, 
internships, and financial aid for research 
and project initiatives that better the 
condition of human settlements.

Mobility Projects in Goa
• Research and form a Road Map for the 

city of Panaji, a comprehensive proposal 
to reduce the amount of vehicular traffic, 
pedestrianisation & efficient 

• Promotion of Inland Waterways for 
mobility in Goa.

• Planning of routes & Bus stops for E-buses 
in the city of Panaji.

Urban Design
• Redevelopment of lanes in Mala, Goa
• Policy proposal & Design competition for 

commercial signages in Panaji.

Child Care Centre
• Promoting the need for Anganwadis as 

a crucial step in a child’s development 
process.

• Building a prototype Anganwadi in 
Bambolim, Goa.

Health Care Systems
• Mapping the existing Health care centres in 

Goa.
• Coming up with an incremental layout of 

health centres for the state.



MobiLiTy ProJeCTS in goa

Road Map for Efficient Mobility in Goa 

Lack of an efficient network of public transportation in Goa has led to increasingly 
clogged roads with an alarming rise in the number of private vehicles – the highest  
per-capita ownership in India! This proposal detailed intra-city bus loops within the  
cities of Mapusa and Panaji, and an inter-city Rapid Transit System (BRT) between  
Goa’s urban centres that would integrate bus and ferry networks.  
 
The project also incorporated designs for roads, which have separate lanes for 
pedestrians, cyclists, cars, and buses, with bus stations at regular intervals. This 
system was integrated with the Panaji Decongestion Project to de-clutter the 
Central Business District and market areas and pedestrianise the city center. In 
developing this proposal, CCF hosted a workshop with Jaime Lerner, architect, urban 
planner, and mayor of Curitiba, Brazil, on whose BRT System this mobility project 
is based. In spite of resistance from the tourist-taxi lobby, elements of the project 
have found their way into political manifestos (across party lines) as well as state 
transport and climate-action policy and plans.

PROJeCt tYPe

COMMeNCeD

StatUS

Pedestrianisation and public transport 
2013
Pilot implementation for Panaji city underway

Projects

River Navigation of Inland 
Waterways of Goa

One idea that Mr. Correa argued for extensively 
was the need for using Goa’s waterways as a 
conduit for transport. 

The CCF team conducted a survey of the ferry 
boat landing points in the Tiswadi region of Goa. 
The research led to a critique of the existing 
ferry boat system, and proposals for new routes 
that will help reduce travel distances, waiting 
time and carbon emissions.

E-bus Routes for Greater 
Panaji Region

The state government through the Smart City 
Corporation presented a scheme to introduce 
electrical buses into the Greater Panaji region. 
These buses would be introduced on the basis 
of the “Decongestion Model for Panaji City” for 
efficient mobility.

CCF conducted surveys and studies to 
recommend a practical implemention strategy 
and recommended design and planning 
recommendations.

PROJeCt tYPe

COMMeNCeD

StatUS

PROJeCt tYPe

COMMeNCeD

StatUS

Public transport 
2021
Pilot implementation underway

Public transport and planning
2019
Preliminary report complete



urban deSign 

Redevelopment of Lanes at Mala, Goa 

This project’s main objective was to improve lower income areas in Panaji by bridging the 
gap between the individual stakeholders and the Government implementing agencies. 

CCF’s initiative was to upgrade and improve the streets and open spaces of this 
neighbourhood, ensuring better quality of life, and perhaps improving the local economy. 
The project was pitched for the Urban Challenge Fund, a government scheme that looked 
to improve the problems of poor urban neighbourhoods through innovation in best 
practices for urban poverty alleviation. 

PROJeCt tYPe

DURatION

StatUS

Heritage conservation + urban design
2013 to 2016
Completed and implemented

Projects

Commercial Signage Policy for Panaji

The intent of this project has been to document, analyze and propose policy and design 
recommendations for all private and commercial signage in Panaji. A well-implemented 
and thoughtful urban commercial signage policy ensures control and clarity.

In order to test the viability of our proposed regulations, CCF launched an invited 
competition where eight prominent Goa-based graphic designers designed signage 
templates for the city. The competition was judged by a nationally recognized panel of 
graphic and urban designers. Citizens also engaged with the proposals through a People’s 
Choice Award. Our proposed guidelines have also been submitted to the City Corporation. 
We hope that the enthusiasm generated amongst the public through the competition will 
encourage the Government to implement these regulations.

PROJeCt tYPe

DURatION

StatUS

Signage system
2014 to 2018
Completed

Haphazard signage placement on a heritage 
building in Panaji (bottom left)  

Well ordered commercial signage, following CCF 
guidelines in Panaji (bottom right)

More than seven stairways intersect the 
settlement of Mala. The largest, (left) was  
re-designed, as a pilot, to include places for 
pause, rest and chance encounters between 
residents and passers-by.  

CCF’s project was one of three across India 
selected for the Urban Challenge Fund.



Public Forum  

ChiLd Care CenTre

Prototype for Child-Friendly 
Anganwadis in Goa

A child’s environment plays an integral role in their 
developmental process. Recognizing the need for the State 
to build spaces where the objectives of the anganwadi 
(creche) could be met, CCF proposed and implemented a 
pilot project to generate an ideal anganwadi.

With the patronage of governmental agencies and 
with funding from AFL and JSW steel, this child-friendly 
anganwadi prototype was built in North Goa. It provides 
a safe space that is well-ventilated, colorful, and includes 
all of the facilities young children need to play and learn 
securely. The dual scale of design prioritizes the needs of 
both children and caregivers: windows match the sightlines 
of all users, children have secure facilities indoors but 
yet have access to outdoor space, and caregivers may be 
inside with some children while easily being able to monitor 
those playing in the outside play area. The government has 
decided to easily replicate this simple, low-cost model in 
other communities and settlements across Goa. 

Projects

PROJeCt tYPe

DURatION

StatUS

Institutional, architecture
2014 to 2016
Completed and implemented

heaLTh Care SySTeMS

Design of Incremental 
Health Centers in Goa 

CCF’s proposal for the design of incremental health centres 
in Goa follows an 8-step system to create decentralized 
medical centres throughout the state. The proposed 
strategy aims to use the anganwadi infrastructure to 
enhance the efficiency and reach of the public health 
system into the heartlands of Goa. 

After the initial impact of the COVID-19 pandemic, CCF 
revisited this project and developed it further to map and 
fill holes in the healthcare infrastructure. 

PROJeCt tYPe

DURatION

StatUS

Services and regional planning 
2016 to date
Preliminary report prepared

LEGEND

Sub Centre (SC)

Primary Health Centre 
(PHC)

Community Health 
Centre (CHC)

Incremental Sub Centre 
(ISC)

Sub centres linked to 
Primary health centres 
or higher

Primary health centres 
linked to Community 
health centres or higher

Incremental Primary 
health centre

Analyse existing linkages – Sub centres (SC) to Primary 
health centres (PHC).

Redistributed linkages – SC’s to PHC’s.



Publications + Exhibitions

Publications by Charles Correa
• A New Landscape, 1985
• Vistara - The architecture of India, 1986
• Five Projects, 1993
• Housing & Urbanisation, 1999

Publications by CCF
• Buildings as Ideas, The unbuilt works of 

Charles Correa, Second edition, 2017
• Place in the shade - The new landscape & 

other essays, Second edition, 2018
• Champalimaud Center for the Unknown & 

other works, 2013
• Living Ideals - Designs for Housing, 2018
• Sketchbooks
• Panaji Visitors Map

Exhibitions
• Buildings as Ideas - The Unbuilt Works of 

Charles Correa, 2016
• A Place in the Shade - Selected Works of 

Charles Correa, 2017
• Living Ideals - Charles Correa’s Built and 

Unbuilt Housing Projects, 2018-19

The Charles Correa Archive is a digital 
preserve of the architect’s writings 
and projects. The archive can be 
freely accessed by architects, urban 
practitioners and citizens. 
 
Through the publication of a series 
of books, the Foundation documents 
both Correa’s archives and the 
products of CCF’s research.



Housing and Urbanisation
1999

This book documents over forty 
years of the work of Charles Correa 
in Housing and Urbanisation. 
Lavishly illustrated with more 
than 450 photographs, drawings 
and original sketches, it brings 
to the forefront again timeless 
issues which are fundamental to 
Architecture — and to the habitat in 
which we live.

Five Projects
1993

This publication explains “The 
Ritualistic Pathway” through a 
portfolio of architecture by Charles 
Correa with essays by Kenneth 
Frampton, John Russell, Jyotindra 
Jain and Gautam Bhatia.

PubLiCaTionS by CharLeS Correa

Vistara - The Architecture of India
1986

The catalouge of the seminal 
exhibition on Indian architecture, 
ancient and modern, that travelled 
the world. Vistara was part of ‘The 
Festival of India’ – a series of major 
exhibitions in the 1980’s organized 
by Pupul Jayakar.  
 
Vistara presents not only the great 
monuments of Indian history but 
also examples of the vernacular 
habitat that existed alongside – and 
the beliefs and mythic imagery 
that had generated them both. 
The video you are about to see 
is a single-screen condensation 
of a 9-projector multi-media 
presentation created by Imtiaz 
Dharker to articulate the central 
themes of the exhibition.

The New Landscape
1985

In 1985, Correa believed that the 
urban images we carry in our minds 
will fundamentally change. At the 
time of writing, some of these 
changes – like pieces of a jigsaw 
puzzle – had begun to surface.  
 
The New Landscape is about 
these pieces and the kind of urban 
environment they indicate. It 
addresses issues from the macro 
level of demographic patterns and 
national policies, through public 
transport and city structures, down 
to the human scale of squatter 
settlements. Correa makes an 
incisive analysis of the role of  
open-to-sky space in a warm 
climate, as well as the need – both 
political as well as moral – for  
equity in the urban context.

Publications & Exhibitions

Charles Correa was a prolific writer 
and during his life, one of the 
leading advocates for a sustainable 
development in the global South.  
 
A few of his publications have been 
re-printed and are sold by CCF.



Panaji Visitor’s Map 
2016

CCF exhaustively mapped Panaji’s 
architecture and transportation, 
along with its important 
architectural landmarks and a layout 
of multiple routes of travel along 
major icons in the vicinity.

The idea of Panaji visitor’s map 
was to document and chart out the 
architectural, urban, and historical 
sites of the city and make it available 
for tourism. It is considered one of 
the most comprehensive maps of 
the city.

Sketchbooks

B6 wire bound sketchbooks are 
perfect for all settings, from studios 
to site visits. The size makes it handy 
and pocketable while the spiral 
binding makes it easy to sketch 
anywhere in the book.

PubLiCaTionS by CCf

The Champalimaud Centre for the 
Unknown and Other Works
2013

The Champalimaud Centre for 
the Unknown and Other Works 
is a book on the RIBA Gold medal 
laureate’s Cancer treatment centre 
in Portugal along with an insight in 
other works of Charles Correa in the 
Indian subcontinent.

Living Ideals - Designs for Housing 
by Charles Correa
2013

A catalogue of the exhibition 
curated by Dick Van Gameren and 
Rohan Varma to pay tribute to 
Charles Correa’s legacy as one of 
the most prominent authorities on 
housing design as well as highlight 
the main concerns and themes that 
guided his work.

Through drawings, photographs and 
sketches from the Correa Archives, 
as well as models produced 
at the faculty in TU Delft .The 
exhibition charted the development 
of Correa’s ideas on housing 
focusing on the ideas of creating a 
community and opportunities for 
growth and change in time.

Buildings as Ideas
2017
Second edition

Exhibition catalouge. The intent 
of this exhibition was to present 
the body of his un-built projects in 
a way that illuminates important 
continuities in his thought, bringing 
into focus key lineages, while 
keeping his prolific career in the 
background of the narrative. Within 
a broader timeline of Correa's work 
and career, we position the un-built 
projects that are crucial milestones 
in the development and articulation 
of his concerns and issues right 
from housing to planning, and 
culture to politics.

A Place in the Shade
2018
Third edition

A Place in the Shade explores 
architectural and urban issues in 
India, from the house as a machine 
for dealing with the country’s often 
hostile climate to the metaphysical 
role of architecture as a “model of 
the cosmos.” This provocative and 
eminently readable collection of 
essays argues that the country’s 
habitat must respond to the 
overriding parameters of climate, 
culture and financial resources, 
and that our physical environment 
should accommodate both diversity 
and synergy. A Place in the Shade 
identifies the defining issues of 
the urbanization trends that are so 
rapidly transforming India.

Publications & Exhibitions



Publications & Exhibitions

buiLdingS aS ideaS

The Unbuilt Work 
of Charles Correa

Charles Correa’s built projects are recognized for their 
ingenuity and conceptual clarity. However, a collection of 
his un-built work: competition entries, commissions and 
public projects, are rich repositories of his ideas that occupy 
a significant portion of his oeuvre. Though less  
well-known, this un-built work, contributed significantly 
to the clarity of his thought and design. Here we see the 
seminal idea intact, unhindered by pragmatic forces of the 
building process.

The intent of the exhibition was to present the body of 
Charles Correa’s unbuilt projects to illuminate important 
continuities in his thought, bringing into focus key lineages, 
while keeping his prolific career in the background of the 
narrative. Within a broader timeline of his work and career, 
the exhibition positioned the unbuilt projects that are 
crucial milestones in the development and articulation of 
his concerns and issues right from housing to planning, and 
culture to politics.

VeNUe

Date

Goethe Institute, Max Mueller  
Bhavan Mumbai, India
March 15 - May 14, 2016

LiVing ideaLS

Charles Correa’s Built and 
Unbuilt Housing Projects

An exhibition curated by Dick Van Gameren and Rohan 
Varma to pay tribute to Charles Correa’s legacy as one 
of the most prominent authorities on housing design 
as well as highlight the main concerns and themes that 
guided his work.

Through drawings, photographs and sketches from 
the Correa Archives, as well as models produced at 
the faculty in TU Delft .The exhibition charted the 
development of Correa’s ideas on housing focusing on 
the ideas of creating a community and opportunities for 
growth and change in time.

VeNUe

Date

TU Delft, Max Mueller Bhavan Mumbai, CCF studio Panaji, CEPT 
Ahmedabad & City Centre Kolkata.
2018 - 19

a PLaCe in The Shade

Selected Work of  
Charles Correa

The exhibition, curated by Nondita Correa Mehrotra, 
Director of the Charles Correa Foundation, explored the 
breadth of Charles Correa’s built work by highlighting 
thirteen selected projects. 

The exhibition was designed by Craig Borum, Professor at 
the Taubman College of Architecture and Planning. 

VeNUe

Date

University of Michigan, Ann Arbor & 
Roger Williams University, Rhode Island
September 7 - 27, 2017



Education

The Charles Correa Foundation 
supports and recognises brilliance in 
architectural education and student 
work.

Charles Correa Gold Medal
• Recognise quality and talent among young 

students of architecture who address issues 
of the urban context where their projects 
are located.

Charles Correa Gold Medal Storehouse
• A ‘storehouse’ of all submitted projects for 

the Charles Correa Gold Medal since 2021.
• Interactive map that showcases the project 

locations and the typology of buildings that 
are proposed. 



Education

aWardS for arChiTeCTure STudenTS

Charles Correa       
Gold Medal

The Charles Correa Gold Medal is an award initiated in 
1998 by Indian architect and urbanist Charles Correa.  
The medal is to recognise quality and talent among young 
students of architecture who address issues of the urban 
context where their projects are located. Over the last 
few years the award was administered by the Urban 
Design Research Institute (UDRI), a trust set up by Correa 
in Mumbai in 1984. Going forward, the Charles Correa 
Foundation (CCF) will administer the Gold Medal annually. 
Initially the award was open only to architecture colleges in 
Mumbai and Goa, but in 2021 CCF invited 50 colleges from 
across 24 Indian cities.

In 2022, an open call was announced to all architecture 
schools across India. The school will identify one student 
from  among its graduating class and nominate their work 
for the Gold Medal. For the second stage, CCF appoints a 
jury to review the entries and select an eventual winner of 
the Charles Correa Gold Medal.

Date

StatUS

1998 - present
Ongoing

Library of aCadeMiC WorK

Charles Correa 
Gold Medal Storehouse

The ‘storehouse’ is a digital repository of undergraduate 
architectural thesis projects that were received as a part of 
the Charles Correa Gold Medal. The storehouse intends to 
be a compilation of curated academic projects from across 
India, that will be updated annually after the Gold Medal 
Awards hosted by the Charles Correa Foundation.

It is presented as a referential space to redirect the current 
students and practices towards comprehending new 
methods of understanding physical environments and its 
representation on paper and pixel.

Date

StatUS

2021 - present
Ongoing



Upcoming Projects

For the year of 2022, CCF is focussing 
on Climate and the built environment 
that interacts with it. All of the projects 
being undertaken address climate 
and its factors and connect them to 
architecture & planning.

Z-Axis conference 2022
• Drawing inspiration from Charles Correa’s 

essay titled ‘Form Follows Climate’, this 
year’s conference will address the pressing 
issue of climate change and the growth of 
cities.

• CCF will invite speakers who will share  
their ideas and efforts towards climate 
responsive design in developing nations. 

Nagari Short Film Competition 2022
• This year CCF invites proposals for films 

that will look at the complex relationships 
the city shares with water. 

• The competition will look at film outlines 
that address water & the city through 
different lenses.



Upcoming Projects

forM foLLoWS CLiMaTe

Z-axis Conference 2022

Charles Correa often said, “To build in India is to respond to climate”. 

The phrase ‘Form Follows Climate’ was coined by Correa himself. He 
argued that built form must always connect and influence its climatic 
context, and that the building can, in-turn achieve a comfortable 
livable space. Correa was able to put  this theory into practice through 
various buildings across scale, programme and geography.

Z-axis 2022 will highlight firms and individuals who have personified 
this phrase and have strived to bridge the balance that the built form 
faces with climate. As an extension to this, it will also look into how 
urbanists and planners now address the issue of climate change.

The cities of the present and future must respond to this crisis and 
such interventions will have to take place in varied scales, cultures and 
locations across the world. This will be done by CCF, selecting a  group 
of architects and urbanists, and inviting them for a live conference 
where these issues and efforts to mitigate them can be discussed.

WaTer in urban india

Nagari 2022

Over the last few decades, we have seen how rapid population 
growth, high densities, poverty and differentials in access to 
housing, public services and infrastructure have led to an increase in 
vulnerability, especially in India’s urban centres.

This year, Nagari will focus on the connection between water and life 
in Indian cities. This can be though diverse interactions, for example: 
Water scarcity, urban water conservation, equitable distribution, as a 
driver of economy, and how urban planning and disaster management 
respond to water. 

The Nagari films will become an important tool for understanding 
urban issues and shaping planning and design solutions to combat 
them. Through Nagari, we will also empower filmmakers and 
storytellers to look deeper into urban issues and identify change that 
needs to be made. 

Date

eStIMateD exPeNSe

April 2022 - August 2022
26 lakhs

Date

eStIMateD exPeNSe

October 2022
35 lakhs



At CCF we believe in creating meaningful discourse within the community of architects 
and designers to influence positive change. CCF’s mandate is to identify ideas with 
potential, and process them into tangible, structured projects that can be pitched to the 
stakeholders and authorities. Our work follows an organic process that originates with 
identifying an issue or concern that has the potential to use a design intervention. 

Sharing walls with heritage houses in the precinct of Fontainhas, the Foundation studio 
occupies a small footprint in this historic area. Our office is part of the neighbourhood 
fabric and the Fontainhas community. Located at street level, CCF always has its doors 
open to anyone interested in engaging in our work.

orGANisAtioN
The Foundation is managed by a Board of Trustees whose current members are:

Shrinivas V. Dempo   CHAIRMAN, DEMPO GROUP

Arminio A. Ribeiro    ARCHITECT

Monika Correa   TAPESTRY ARTIST

Rahul Deshpande   CIVIL ENGINEER

Nasser-eddin Munjee   CHAIRMAN, DCB BANK

Romi Khosla    ARCHITECT

Sanjit Rodrigues  SECRETARY TO THE GOVERNMENT OF GOA

Arti Vakil    DIRECTOR, WISHING WELL

direCtor
Nondita Correa Mehrotra ARCHITECT, EDUCATOR

BANk detAils

Account Name:   The Charles Correa Foundation

Address:   169, St. Sebastian Chapel Road,

   Fontainhas, Panaji,

   Goa 403001

Account Number:   324902010020928

Bank:    Union Bank of India

Branch Address:   Avanti Hotel Building, Rua de Ourem,

   Panaji, Goa 403001

SWIFT Code:   UBININBBKWP

IFSC Code:   UBIN0532495

MICR Code:   403026002

PAN Number:   AACTT0238R

All work undertaken by CCF is on a not-for-profit basis. The Charles Correa Foundation 
is constituted as a duly registered not-for-profit public charitable trust and has been 
exempted u/s 80G of the Income Tax Act.


